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Chapter 8, Resolves of 1973

RESOLVE PROVIDING FOR AN INVESTIGATION AND
STUDY BY A SPECIAL COMMISSION RELATIVE TO
THE ENFORCEABILITY OF THE PROVISIONS OF LAW
RESTRICTING THE WEIGHTS OF VEHICLES UPON
PUBLIC WAYS.

Resolved, That a special commission, to consist of three
members of the senate, five members of the house of representatives,
and three persons to be appointed by the governor, is hereby
established for the purpose of making an investigation and study of
all matters pertaining to the enforceability of the provisions of law
restricting the weights of vehicles upon public ways. Said
commission may require by summons the attendance and testimony
of witnesses and the production of books and papers. Said
commission shall have the assistance of the attorney general or his
designee, the department of public utilities, and such other state
departments, boards, authorities, commissions and officers as it may
deem necessary for its purpose.

®f)e Commontocaltl) of iflasteacfjusette
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

This Commission was created to investigate and study the long-
standing, complex, serious and escalating problems of commercial
motor vehicle overloading.

On May 30, 1974 after holding 34 public hearings, transcribing
over 2700 pages of sworn testimony, numerous exhibits and special
reports, special investigations on bridges, scales and highways and

visits to other states, the Commission rendered its First
Report in House 6164.

House 6164 contained within its 29 pages a seven page report
setting forth the Commission's findings, together with a brief
description of the twelve proposed changes or additions to our
present laws affixed to the Report as Appendix A. Briefly, the
secions provided: 1. Increased Law Enforcement through the
appointment of state troopers as sworn weighers, use of portable
scales with prima facie evidence of sworn weigher’s certificates and
Attorney General defense of all sworn weighers; 2. Increased
Penalties and Fines for overloading violations from the present $lO.
per 1,000 lbs. and a $5OO. maximum to $3O. per 1,000 lbs. for the
first 10,000 lbs., and $6O. per 1,000 lbs. thereafter with no maximum
limit; fines for permit speed limit violations are raised to $50., $75.,
$lOO. and mandatory revocation of permit sticker and plates for two
or more violations in a 12 month period; 3. Increased Truck Weight
Limits through a permit certification procedure to allow safe,
realistic use of design capacity of vehicles to a maximum limit of
99,000 lbs.; and 4. Mandatory Bridge Rating and Posting to be
effected by 7-1-75. All other sections of the Bill were to take effect
ninety days after it was signed into law.

Throughout the Bill’s legislative life (5/30/74-8/3/74), this
Commission rendered several additional fact sheets, reports and
other information to all members of the General Court further

the provisions of the Bill and its background.
On August 14, 1974, House 6164 was signed into law as Chapter

851 of the Acts of 1974 without any substantial changes and became
known as the “Truck Weight Regulation Act of 1974.”
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In September, 1974, heavy-duty vehicle manufacturers contacted
the Commission and for the very first time, and contrary to earlier
testimony, disclosed that they could not comply with the Act’s
special inspection procedure, and that the design capacity certifica-
tion. commonly known as the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating, could
present problems in older or modified vehicles. Further, it was
discovered that the Massachusetts Department of Public Works had
failed to advise the Commission on the full impact of the Bill on the
carrying of irreducible loads when the Bill was in draft form. As a
result, the Department declined to issue such permits on November
12th.

Consequently, several irreducible load carriers sought and
obtained a Temporary Restraining Order from the U.S. District
Court against the Registrar, Commissioners of Public Safety and
Public Works and the Attorney General from instituting any
proceedings of any kind or nature for violations of Chapter 851. The
principal point of the Order was that the alleged inability of those
carriers to secure certification and inspection from vehicle
manufacturers prevented their obtaining the permits. Accordingly,
the objective of the Court was to suspend implementation of
Chapter 851 until the problems presented could be resolved by
legislative or judicial action.

This Commission has since held several public hearings and the
proposed legislation contained in Appendix A of this Report is
designed to correct those problems and to further perfect the statute.

Section I of Appendix A in its first paragraph makes the weight
permit available to any lawfully operated vehicle and establishes the
manufacturer’s gross vehicle weight rating and the registered weight
as the ceiling.

The second paragraph of the section contains only a one word
deletion necessary to provide for combination (tractor-trailer)
ratings and for improved, modified vehicles.

The third paragraph of section 1 allows irreducible load permit
operations to continue without the Registry's validating sticker as
they have done prior to Chapter 851.
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Section 2 of Appendix A, as in the second paragraph of Section I
above, similarly perfects the definition of “Gross Vehicle Weight
Rating.”

Section 3 of Appendix A places the burden of certifying the
current condition of the vehicle upon the owner or lessee as well as
obtaining the manufacturer’s rating with similar penalties for false
statements. It further provides for the carrying of a copy of the

.certification in the vehicle and its presentation to any law
officer, for the transfer of the permit with the sale of

the vehicle, and for disqualification of an owner or lessee for one
year if found guilty of a false statement violation.

Section 4 of Appendix A reduces the permit fee from $2O. to $lO.
per 1,000 lbs. in annual permits where the applicant must also
register vehicle for the permit limit so as to make the fee more
equitable. It also defines the intent of this Commission relative to
irreducible load permits by stating that the fee is $5O. annually.

Section 5 of Appendix A will defer the effective date of bridge
certification for one year, to July 1, 1976.

Section 6 of Appendix A advances the effective date of all of
chapter 851 until July 1. 1975.

Passage of these amendments will make possible early implemen-
tation of Chapter 851, and will further allow this Commission to
move forward in its bridge investigation.

The Commission is aware that the Department of Public Works
announced just prior to November 12, 1974 that it would refuse in
all cases to grant permits for the carrying of additional weight
beyond 17% of the present limits established by section 19A of
chapter 90, as adjusted downward by the application of the so-called
“bridge formula.”

The Commission takes this opportunity to state that it was its
intention that an applicant who is otherwise qualified and has paid
his fee, and has complied with the provisions of chapter 851 as to

■4^the submission of the necessary data, should be entitled to receive a
permit to the extent provided in chapter 851 for his particular class
of vehicle.

The Commission recognizes that the Department of Public Works
may exercise discretion in the granting of these permits, but it
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believes that this discretion should be exercised within the area of
determining whether or not a particular applicant is qualified as
measured against chapter 851, and that the Department may
exercise discretion where highly unusual or particularly dangerous
road conditions temporarily exist in the area to be traveled by the
applicant.

ly submitted.Respectfi

Senator Stanley J. Zarod
Senator brands X. McCann
Representative Anthony J. Scalli
Deputy Registrar Francis E. McCone
Representative Richard M. McGrath, Chairman
Senator Ronald C. MacKenzie
Representative Robert W. Gillette
Commissioner Bruce W. Campbell
Mr. Rocco Schelzi
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®})c Commonbocaltt) of iHassadjuSetfg

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Five,

An Act relative to permits for the movement of certain

VEHICLES OVER THE WAYS OF THE COMMONWEALTH

V
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in

General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 30 of chapter 85 of the General Laws is
2 hereby amended by striking out the second, third and fourth
3 paragraphs thereof as added by section 3 of chapter 851 of the
4 Acts of 1974, and by inserting in place thereof the following
5 three paragraphs;
6 The owner or lessee of any motor vehicle or trailer or semi-
7 trailer unit, as defined in section one of chapter ninety, which
8 may lawfully be operated on the ways of this Commonwealth
9 may apply to the commissioner of public works for a permit

10 authorizing the operation of such motor vehicle or trailer or
11 semi-trailer unit upon said ways when the weight of such motor
12 vehicle or trailer or semi-trailer unit together with its load would
13 exceed the weight limitations prescribed by this section or by the
14 provisions of chapter ninety. No such application shall be
15 approved by the commissioner of public works if the weight
16 sought in such application exceeds either the weight of such
17 motor vehicle or trailer or semi-trailer unit, together with its
18 load, for which such motor vehicle or trailer or semi-trailer unit
19 is registered, or the gross vehicle weight rating established by a

manufacturer of such vehicle. All such applications shall be
21 made on forms provided by the commissioner of public works
22 which shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
23 (1) The make, model and year of the motor vehicle or trailer
24 or semi-trailer unit to which the permit is to apply, including the
25 said gross vehicle weight rating and the weight for which it is
26 registered.

APPENDIX A.
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27 (2) Ihe name, business address and residential address it any
of the owner or lessee of the motor vehicle or trailer or semi-
trailer unit.

28
29
30 (3) The name and address of the insurer of the motor vehicle

or trailer or semi-trailer unit.31
32 (4) The maximum weight sought for such vehicle or trailer or

semi-trailer unit,33
34 (5) The period of time for which such permit is sought, which

shall not exeed one year from the date on which it is issued b\|
the commissioner of public works.

35
36
37 Within seven days after his receipt of such application, the

commissioner of public works shall notify the applicant of the
approval or disapproval of his application. If the application is
approved, the commissioner of public works shall issue to the
applicant written evidence of such approval, and the form of
such approval shall set forth description of the motor vehicle or
trailer or semi-trailer unit and its owner or lessee as provided in
(1) through (4) above, the maximum weight allowed under such
permit, and the expiration date of such permit. Such permit may
be issued to allow the operation of any motor vehicle or semi-
trailer unit having three axles which with its load weights not
more than seventy-three thousand pounds, or any motor vehicle
or semi-trailer unit having four axles which with its load weights
not more than eighty-seven thousand pounds, or any motor
vehicle or semi-trailer unit having five or more axles which with
its load weighs not more than ninety-nine thousand pounds, but
not above such limits, nor in any event shall any such permit
allow the operation of any motor vehicle or semi-trailer unit
which with its load exceeds either the weight for which such
motor vehicle or trailer or semi-trailer unit is registered or the
gross vehicle weight rating as established by a manufacturer;
provided, however, that the commissioner of public works may
issue special permits for the carrying of certain irreducible loads,
which may exceed the said gross vehicle weight rating, but only
under such conditions and limitations as the commissioner of
public works may prescribe. If the application is disapproved,
the commissioner shall notify the applicant in writing setting
forth his reasons for such disapproval.

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
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No motor vehicle or trailer or semi-trailer unit which is the
subject of any such permit issued by the commissioner of public
works, other than a permit for the carrying of said irreducible
loads, shall be operated on any public way until the registrar of
motor vehicles shall have issued to the owner or lessee thereof
the permit sticker as provided in section nineteen D of chapter
ninety.

65
66
67
68
69
70
71

SECTION 2. Section 1 of chapter 90 of the General Laws is
hereby amended by striking out the definition “Gross Vehicle
Weight Rating”, as inserted by section 6 of chapter 85! of the
Acts of 1974. and by inserting in place thereof the following
definition:

1

3

4
5

“Gross vehicle weight rating”, the gross vehicle weight rating
established by the manufacturer when applied to a motor
vehicle, or trailer, including the gross combination weight rating
if any when applied to a semi-trailer unit.

6
7
8
9

SECTION 3. Section I9D of chapter 90 of the General Laws
as added by section 9 of chapter 851 of the Acts of 1974 is
hereby stricken out and the following section is inserted in place
thereof;

2
3
4

Section 19D. The registrar shall issue to the owner or lessee of
a motor vehicle or trailer or semi-trailer unit for which a permit,
other than a permit for the carrying of irreducible loads, has
been issued under the provisions of section thirty of chapter
eighty-five, a permit sticker to be affixed to the upper center
portion of the windshield upon the payment by such owner or
lessee of the fee provided in section thirty-three; provided that
such owner or lessee shall have filed with the registrar the
written approval of the commissioner of public works of his
application for such permit, together with a certificate of the
gross vehicle weight rating of such motor vehicle or trailer or
semi-trailer unit. If standards promulgated by the United States
Department of Transportation or such agency as may succeed to
its powers and responsibilities are applicable to such vehicle, its
gross vehicle weight rating shall be reported to the registrar in
accordance with such standards. Such certificate shall be in such

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

*116
17
18
19
20
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2 1 form as the registrar shall prescribe, but it shall be divided in
22 two sections, one to be executed by the owner or lessee, and the
23 other to be executed by a manufacturer of the vehicle or the
24 authorized representative of such manufacturer. The owner or
25 lessee’s section shall include, but not be limited to; (a) the make,
26 model and year of the motor vehicle or trailer or semitrailer
27 unit; (h) the vehicle identification number; (c) the name and
28 address of the owner and the lessee; ( d) the gross weight for
29 which such vehicle is registered; {e) the maximum weight
30 authorized by the commissioner of public works for such
31 vehicle; (/) a statement by the owner or lessee that, to its
32 knowledge, no alterations have been made to the motor vehicle
33 or trailer or semitrailer unit which would tend to reduce the said
34 gross vehicle weight rating, and that the chassis, axles, tires,
35 rims, brakes, steering components and suspension system are
36 maintained in good order; (g) the date of permit approval by the
37 commissioner of public works, and any number assigned thereto
38 by him; and (/) the expiration date of such permit, which shall
39 also be the expiration date of the said permit sticker. The said
40 manufacturer’s section shall include, but not be limited to; (a)
41 the manufacturer’s name and address and its representative’s
42 name and address, if any, providing the gross vehicle weight
43 rating, and ( b ) the said gross vehicle weight rating in pounds. A
44 copy of such certificate, or certificates in case of a semi-trailer
45 unit or a tractor operating with a trailer, shall be issued by the
46 registrar to the owner or lessee, and it shall be kept by the
47 operator of such vehicle in an accessible place, and it shall be
48 produced for inspection at the request of any police officer. No
49 such permit sticker or certificate shall be issued by the registrar
50 if the maximum gross weight authorized by the commissioner of
51 public works exceeds the gross weight for which such motor
52 vehicle or trailer or semitrailer unit is registered.
53 Upon the transfer of ownership or possession of any motor
54 vehicle or trailer or semitrailer unit, any such permit or sticker
55 not expired or revoked shall remain in effect until its expiration
56 date, provided that the person in possession of such motor
57 vehicle or trailer or semitrailer unit after such transfer shall have
58 notified the registrar and the commissioner of public works in
59 writing of his name, address and the date of such transfer upon
60 such form as the registrar shall prescribe.
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61 Whoever knowingly and willfully makes any false statement in
62 any application for a permit under section thirty of chapter
63 eighty-five or in any certificate under this section, or whoever
64 knowingly and willfully alters any such motor vehicle or trailer
65 or semitrailer unit for the purpose of reducing its said gross
66 vehicle weight rating below the weight limit set forth in the
67 permit after such permit and sticker have been issued and while
68 such permit and sticker are in use and effect, shall be punished

C by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars nor more than one
Td thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not less than two
71 weeks nor more than two years, or both. A conviction of a
72 violation of this paragraph shall be reported forthwith by the
73 court or magistrate to the registrar who shall immediately
74 revoke the said permit sticker and no appeal, motion for new
75 trial or exceptions shall operate to stay such revocation, and the
76 registrar shall forthwith report such violation and revocation to
77 the commissioner of public works who shall immediately revoke
7g the permit issued for such vehicle, and no new permit sticker or
79 weight permit shall be issued for the motor vehicle or trailer or
80 semitrailer unit designated in such application or certificate, nor
81 to the owner or lessee named therein for such motor vehicle or
82 trailer or semitrailer unit until one year after the date of such
83 revocation. Upon the revocation of any such permit or sticker,
84 the owner or lessee of such motor vehicle or trailer or semitrailer
85 unit shall immediately return his copy of such certificate to the
86 registrar, and shall immediately remove such permit sticker from
87 any such motor vehicle or trailer or semitrailer unit.

1 SECT lON 4. Subdivision (7) of section 33 of said chapter 90
2 is hereby amended by striking out the last paragraph, as added
3 by section 11 of chapter 851 of the Acts of 1974, and by
4 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph;
5 For the issuance of each permit sticker as provided in section

w nineteen D, ten dollars for every one thousand pounds or
7 fraction thereof of the weight of such motor vehicle or trailer or
8 semitrailer, including the maximum load to be carried thereon,
9 in excess of the maximum weight for which such motor vehicle

10 or trailer or semitrailer may otherwise be operated under the
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1 1 provisions of section nineteen A; except for permits granted for
12 the carrying of irreducible loads for which the annual fee shall
13 be fifty dollars.

1 SECTION 5. Section 12 of chapter 851 of the Acts of 1974 is
2 hereby amended by striking out the date “July first, nineteen
3 hundred and seventy-five” and by inserting in place thereof the
4 following date: — July first, nineteen hundred and seventy-six.

1 SECTION 6. The operation of chapter 851 of the Acts of
2 1974 is hereby suspended until July 1, 1975. The provisions of
3 this section shall take effect as of November 12, 1974.

This Document Has Been Printed On 100% Recycled Paper.
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